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Concerns
•  Securely combining multiple organization’s infrastructures is 

a complex task requiring deep understanding of threats and 
effective management of the project

•  Attacks continue to become more sophisticated as attackers 
adapt to endpoint and managed IT services

•  No organization is an island. Acquisition targets introduce risks 
from their internal network as well as through their partners’ 
or vendors’ networks

•  Lost institutional knowledge and understanding can put 
systems at risk

Solution
Deja vu Security will help you identify, understand, and mitigate 
the risks related to integrating an acquisition target into your 
network. Our evaluation creates a comprehensive security 
snapshot that examines the target’s infrastructure, deployments, 
policies, and vendor integrations.

We help you understand vulnerabilities and assist in developing 
risk mitigation strategies. The security practices that we introduce 
enable a secure and efficient merger of both organizations. 

Deja vu Security is an expert in technology and partner 
integrations, making us an ideal candidate for evaluating the 
security challenges of integrating potential acquisition targets into 
your systems.
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Benefits
Comprehensive Vendor Assessment
Assesses the target’s networks, devices, deployments, 
and security policies

Industry Leading Knowledgebase 
Leverage extensive security expertise so you’re always 
prepared to combat the latest attack methods  

Actionable Roadmap
Evaluate and mitigate risks of integrating a new 
organization 

“It is vital to establish the maturity of cybersecurity 
systems of a target before the purchase takes place 
and examine if the company performs penetration 
testing, security compliance process validation and 

regulatory control reviews.”
Mickey Houston – Principal, KPMG

M & A SERVICE 
SECURE MERGERS & ACQUISITIONS

Integrating multiple organization’s IT infrastructures after a merger or acquisition raises several security challenges for IT staff. 
Evaluating and managing risk of infrastructure, technology assets, cloud deployments, and networks is crucial to ensuring 
organizational integrity. Deja vu Security assesses organization’s critical infrastructure for common and new threats that put the 
acquiring company’s business operations at risk.


